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Factual and Documentary

Zelensky 72 Films BBC2
Documentary
This definitive box set series charts the extraordinary evolution of Volodymyr Zelensky - from wide-eyed
entertainer to president of Ukraine, to now, a defiant and calculating war leader.

Meeting Zelensky Spring Films Festival Release
Feature documentary
Volodymyr Zelensky’s journey from actor and comedian to president of the country at war through fascinating
interviews.

Citizens at War – A Year in Ukraine, Volunteers GTV ZDF
45 min Documentary
This episode introduces five courageous people from the Ukrainian volunteer troops who have given up their
former lives. Like the businessman Mykhailo Puryshev, who after fleeing Mariupol returned to the embattled city
to evacuate 200 civilians in a rickety van or the former bar manager Tata Kepler, who as a paramedic provides
medical aid in the war zone.

The Munch Club MyComeUpMedia YouTube
2 x 20 min Factual Entertainment
Social media sensation, Jordan Billham, aka the Notty Chef, is on a mission to discover some of Britain's best
foods, in some of the least pretentious places. Along with the fun are his two best friends, Omah and Euan. With
distinctly different tastes and opinions, Jordan is trusting them to help inspire a whole new way of cooking, one
culinary challenge at a time.

Come Test with Me MyComeUpMedia YouTube
15 min Factual Entertainment
A series that is putting health hacks that promise 'Health wealth and happiness' through their paces to see what
really works and what just hurts.

Inheritance Wars: Who Gets the Money? Viacom Studios Channel 5
50 min Factual Entertainment
To most people, a final will and testament offer the chance to put all your affairs in order, unite your loved ones
in grief and leave them better off. But all too often, its true legacy is one of chaos, treachery and bitter feuding.
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Nick Knowles Big House Clearout Viacom Studios Channel 5
60 min Factual Entertainment, Reversions
Reversions edit. Nick Knowles and his team help people across Britain declutter their homes by taking all of their
belongings and assembling them in a warehouse to be sorted while the building team enters the house to make
improvements.

Back to Basics Wedding Film.UA Television
80 min Documentary
This film is about wedding customs and rites from different parts of Ukraine, immerses the viewer in a rich world
of striking and diverse wedding culture in 8 regions; Kyiv, Cherkasy, Chernihiv, Ivano-Frankivsk, Zakarpattia,
Kharkiv, Rivne and Chernivtsi.

Head or Tails, Series 1-4 Teen Spirit Inter TV
14 x 45 min Travel
Each program explores a city in the world from two perspectives: a traveller with unlimited financial resources
and another traveller who is keeping to a budget. At the beginning of each program, two hosts toss a coin to
determine which of them will hold an unlimited weekend with a gold credit card, and who will get only $100 for
two days.

X-Factor, Series 6 and 7 Star Light Media STB TV
Various minutes Reality
The Ukrainian version of The X Factor It is a television music talent show for aspiring pop singers drawn from
public auditions.

Psychic Investigators, Series 3 Star Light Media STB TV
23 min Reality
In each episode, two psychics who work in pairs investigate a high-profile criminal case or a mystical story. In
parallel with them, the investigation is conducted by a forensic expert. He travels to the scene, communicates
with witnesses and draws his conclusions.

TV Drama Series and Films

Love in Chains, Series 1-4 Star Light Production STB TV / TVP1
25 x 48 min Drama Amazon Prime
Katerina Verbitskaya was raised as a noble lady with her godmother Anna Chervinskaya but for the whole world,
she was only the property of Peter Chervinsky. She falls in love with the nobleman Alexey Kosach who knows
nothing about her origin. On the way to freedom and love, the serf maid will have to overcome a lot of
trials—Ukrainian costume television drama.
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The Last Axel Space Production Megogo
8 x 45 min Drama
A sports drama about figure skater Katya, who suffers domestic tyranny at the hands of her father. After his
unexpected death, Katya goes to Moscow to train with a tough coach and take part in the World Championships.
She may have the opportunity to get a grant and gain long-awaited freedom for herself and her little sister.

Girls Star Light Production STB TV
2 x 45 min Dramedy
  In the centre of the plot are three best friends - Vika, Inna and Katya. Each of them has its own difficult story,
and in terms of character, the girls are very different from each other. However, they also have a couple of
common features. Vika, Katrusa and Inna are about forty years old and they all failed to build a happy personal
life.

Butterfly Wings Film.UA Group TV Channel Ukraine
4 x 45 min Drama
The love story of Liza and Dmitry. Their young love is almost forgotten, but after many years life throws them
together again and, as fate would have it, first love sparks between their children.

The Copper Ring Film.UA Group TV Channel Ukraine
4 x 45 min Drama
This gasping and poignant story recounts the fates of Vera and Roman who are in love. Because of intrigues, the
lady and the young man quarrel and split up, Roman finds himself in a wheelchair, and Vera is out of touch with
him... The main heroes have to find out who is their friend and who is trying to destroy their life.

The Half Sister Intra Production TV Channel Ukraine
4 x 45 min Drama
The story of 2 sisters who don't know each other, one of them is rich and successful and the other is poor. On a
not-so-perfect day, the rich sister learns about the existence of her half-sister.

Colour of Passion Film.UA Group STB TV
24 x 45 min Drama
Crime melodrama about Dasha, a woman who fights against injustice and corrupt systems, for a brighter future.

A Baby Is Guaranteed Intra Production TV Channel Ukraine
4 x 45 min Drama
Agnia Koronets is a successful lawyer and a loving wife who dreams of having children. Soon after she learns she
can't have one she meets a girl who is forced to give up her baby due to a difficult life situation.

Adventure For Two Art Forms Production STB TV
8 x 45 min Comedy
In order to cheer up her terminally ill granddaughter Marina begins searching for her brother, with whom she
lost contact many years ago.   Charming swindler Alexander masquerades as the missing grandson, sensing a
possible financial benefit.
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Early Swallows Starlight Originals STB TV
3 x 45 min Drama
The series tells stories about teenagers struggling with bullying and online harassment; they question their
sexual identity and even consider taking their own lives. Issues like these are rarely dealt with in Ukraine in
public.
“Ukraine's teen bullying drama that shattered taboos and stirred a nation” BBC

SidorEnky-SidOrenki IQ Production 1+1
24 x 25 min Sitcom
At the centre of the plot are two Ukrainian families with different social statuses (the SidOrenkov family is very
wealthy and SidorEnky lives modestly). However, they are united not only by the same surname but also by the
vicissitudes of the past. One day, it turns out that their 16-year-old sons were once mixed up in a maternity
hospital .

Cossacks - Totally Fake Tale IQ Production ICTV
12 x 45 min Comedy
Pseudo-historical action series about Cossacks. The plot tells about the Cossacks, for example, the 16th century,
the persecution of the Cossacks and Muscovites for the magic pendant, and the friendship and love that grow up
on this aphid.

Prejudicial Attitudes Art Forms Production STB TV
8 x 45 min Crime Drama
Natalia Gorenko was a successful police investigator. Now she works as a patrol officer, She hasn't talked with
her son, Ilya in the last 7 years. Ilya couldn't forgive his mother because when she was a police investigator she
didn’t help him to avoid prison. One day they find Illya brutally murdered.

The Intern Star Media Production TV Channel Ukraine
16 x 45 min Crime Action
A new intern Kira has been assigned to the police department in the small town. Oleg, the chief of the
department, and Kira's relations have turned sour since the day they first met. Oleg dislikes Kira's glamorous
and lavish lifestyle and her annoying habit of breaking ranks. Kira, in turn, considers her boss to be a
petty-minded, meticulous, boring and dull man.

The Worst Friend Art Forms Production 1+1
8 x 45 min Dramedy
Victoria is a talented chef, but an innocent girl. She dreams of being rich, being part of the elite. Aleksander is a
successful businessman. Due to a misunderstanding, Vika takes Alexander for an ordinary secretary. Taking
advantage of his sympathy, Vika decides to use the «secretary» to achieve her goal — to get to know the boss.

The Judge Mamas Production TV Channel Ukraine
8 x 45 min Crime Action
Since the mysterious Judge appeared in the city, everyone knows that the culprit of an unpunished crime will be
found and executed. Tough, often cruel - not in accordance with the Criminal Code, but in accordance with the
biblical law "an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth." The only thing nobody knows is who this Judge is.
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A Mother’s Heart Star Media Production STB TV
16 x 45 min Melodrama
Assia Demidova has a dream of becoming a famous fashion designer, but she cannot enter college because of a
mistake, so she gets a job at a garment factory, soon she attracts the attention of the owner Artiom, and they fall
in love. A few years later in a car accident, Artiom dies and their daughter Nadia disappears.

Terrible headmaster Art Forms Production STB TV
115 min Comedy
The story of a new headmaster who previously worked at a penal colony, and a pupil at one of the most awful
schools in the region.

The Choice of Mother Art Forms Production STB TV
16 x 45 min Melodrama
When the teacher finds out her 7-year-old brilliant pupil Inna is being mistreated at home, the teacher Elena has
decided to protect the girl. After not getting help from the police Elena understands no one else can not help the
child. Elena and Inna escape together and plan to leave the country.

House Of Hope Art Forms Production STB TV
4 x 45 min Drama
Dmitriy Sayenko has always known that he married a young widow with two little children. However, he does not
know that his wife’s ex-husband and the biological father of his stepchildren is a crime lords at the prison where
he works.

Sniper Art Forms Production STB TV
4 x 45 min Drama
A story about a simple girl Vera, who made it in a big city. She is thriving and beautiful, but can not have children.
She has to earn money by enticing rich and powerful men. Before meeting with her new target, a well-known
businessman, she finds out that she is pregnant.
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